iNaturalist.ca for BioBlitz Canada 150
INTRODUCTION
Gathering species observations is at the centre of a bioblitz and pooling this information into a single
species list is essential.
iNaturalist.ca provides an easy method for building your bioblitz list in real time. It allows you to track
and display your species tally, contributions from your top observers and the most observed species.
Throughout the event, you and your participants can share exciting findings, highlights and noteworthy
updates, to keep everybody engaged and enthused about what’s going on.
Rather than being a bioblitz that uses the iNaturalist platform, iNaturalist.ca can be fully integrated in
the structure of the bioblitz.

This guide walks you through using iNaturalist.ca for your bioblitz, including:
 Getting to Know iNaturalist.ca
 Setting up your Bioblitz ‘Project’ on iNaturalist.ca
 Engaging Bioblitz Participants to Observe with iNaturalist
 An iNaturalist Set-up at your Bioblitz
 Bioblitz Data Entry
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FIRST, GETTING TO KNOW iNATURALIST.CA:
The first things you should do is check out iNaturalist.ca, create an account and download the app.
There are links at the bottom of iNaturalist.ca to download the app or you can search for it on the
Google Play store or on iTunes. You should have a basic understanding of how iNaturalist works before
getting into creating projects that will be visible to everyone on the website. Things to understand are:
1. How iNaturalist works
2. Posting observations in iNaturalist
3. Where the observations end up
4. How observations are identified or confirmed
5. What a project page looks like

NEXT, YOU WILL NEED TO SET UP YOUR BIOBLITZ ‘PROJECT’ ON iNATURALIST.CA
Start by logging in to your iNaturalist account (on iNaturalist.ca, not iNaturalist.org), then Click on
“Projects” from the main menu.

Then click “Start a new project”. The person who creates the Project is automatically the ‘Project
Administrator’
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1. Add your BioBlitz title.
Official BioBlitz Canada
150 events must have a
bilingual title (you can
get this from your event’s
listing on the French pages
of bioblitzcanada.ca)
2. Make sure to set the
Project Type to “Bioblitz”
3. Add a description
about the event. Official
BioBlitz Canada 150
event descriptions must
be bilingual. You can
use the French project
description found on your
French event page on
BioblitzCanada.ca
4. Upload a project icon that
will display as a 70x70px
square. Official BioBlitz
Canada 150 partners will use the BioBlitz Canada butterfly icon (available here). Independent bioblitzes
are welcome to use this as well.
5. Upload a rectangular banner 950px wide to brand customize the look of your project. Official BioBlitz
Canada 150 event partners will need to include the graphic found here, along the top of the banner.
Your banner should look like this:
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6. Leave the Preferred Submission Model set to “Anyone”, so that all participants can add observations
during the bioblitz.
7. Set the start and end
dates and times within
which you’d like to
count observations.
Make sure you
leave “ignore times”
unchecked to capture
only the observations
made during your
bioblitz.
8. If you have an event
registration page,
you can add the web
address here.

9. Next add the
iNaturalist place that
outlines your property.
Here’s a tutorial that
explains how to create
a new place from
scratch. When creating
your place, always be
sure to set the “Parent”
location to Canada
so we can find it on
iNaturalist.ca.
10. Select “Show place
boundary on map”.
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11. Check the box
to “Automatically
add observations
to this project”. This
ensures everyone’s
observations at your
event will be tallied
and your bioblitz total
updated every five minutes. If you don’t see this as an option, click save then go back and “Edit” your
project (see step 13) – it should be there now.

12. Next, click on “Add a
New Rule” to specify
the Observation must
be observed in your
place and select the
place you created in
step 9.

13. Click “Save” to finish
creating your Project.
Review your Project
page to make sure
everything is correct in particular the dates
and times. You can
always go back and
edit your Project.

14. Send your Project URL (copy and paste the web address) to annieb@cwf-fcf.org so that it can be added
to your event’s listing on the BioBlitzCanada.ca website and so we can associate your event Project
with BioBlitz Canada 150 in iNaturalist.ca to be counted together in the nationwide tally.
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As this iNaturalist Project Administrator, you can identify Project curators in whose expertise you are
especially confident. When downloading your data this allows you to isolate observations that have been
made or verified by these experts.
To make a person a curator:
First, ensure that they have ‘joined’ your Project (see next section).
Then, on your Project page, click on “Members” and select “Make a curator” from those listed there.

ENGAGING PARTICIPANTS TO OBSERVE WITH iNATURALIST
The ideal and most efficient way to add observations is for bioblitz participants to submit their own
observations directly using the iNaturalist app or by using a digital camera to then upload photos on
iNaturalist.ca. This greatly reduces the work of data entry for bioblitz organizers and attributes each
observation to the actual observer.
Before your Bioblitz:
1. In all promotion, invites and pre-registration, encourage and remind participants first to download
and try out the iNaturalist app. Having people already familiar with how it works will make the
day of the event much easier. Direct people to the tutorial on Posting Observations in iNaturalist
2. Plan the iNaturalist set-up at your bioblitz (see next section)
3. Once your event’s Project is created on iNaturalist.ca, encourage people to ‘join’ it! This allows
you to connect with participants ahead of, during and after your event.
Don’t worry if people haven’t joined the project. When you created your Project and chose to
“Automatically add observations to this Project” any submissions made through iNaturalist within the area
and dates you had defined will be automatically added to your list.
Create a ‘Guide’ for your bioblitz
A ‘Guide’ under iNaturalist is your pre-made checklist of species names. Through the app, participants can
scroll through possible species and tap the one that matches what they are observing.
Pre-made Guides are most useful to the general participant, since the experts will quickly recognize the
species they find. The Guide helps to narrow down choices to the likely ones and alerts users to consider
comparable species. So be sure to include the common species.
The Guide can be made available offline for people to download ahead of time.
Guides are limited to 500 species, so it may be helpful to lump a group of species under a general name
on the list, such as “ground spiders”
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To create a Guide:
On the iNaturalist website, click on “Guides” located at the top, then select “Create a guide”.
Enter the new Guide’s name and description.
Then select “Add taxa” and enter the species you want. You can type in one species at a time or paste in a
list of species all at once.

During the BioBlitz
1. Having an iNaturalist station will greatly facilitate the use of iNaturalist during your event and help
participants with the app and website (see section below).
2. The iNaturalist app will work offline even without cellphone coverage or Wifi; however, at some
point, the observations need to be uploaded from the portable device to the web. To do this during
your event and have a running tally in real-time, you will need to have internet connectivity on-site.
3. If internet connectivity is not available at the event or in remote parts of the blitz area, then be sure
to remind participants to “sync” their observations from the app on their devices when they get
back to cell phone range, a Wifi zone or an internet connection.
4. A quick way to capture observations for large taxa such as plants and insects may be to snap
away with a digital camera or smartphone camera, then bulk upload photos to iNaturalist.ca (see
the section on BioBlitz Data Entry). This requires adding related information later, but capitalizes on
the time in the field. If the digital camera is GPS enabled or your smartphone’s GPS is activated,
iNaturalist can automatically harvest coordinates and add them to each observation.

AN iNATURALIST SET-UP AT YOUR BIOBLITZ
Having an iNaturalist central station at a base camp will drive uptake and use of iNaturalist.ca. It is a place
where people can get tech support, upload observations and where the bioblitz tally is counted and shown
in real-time.
For bioblitzes that will have a species identification ‘central’, also have iNaturalist.ca up and running there
to submit the observations as they are identified.
Ensure that you have at least one person dedicated specifically to iNaturalist support who can tend
the station. Through iNaturalist, this person can also send alerts about milestones or exciting finds to
participants in real time.
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An iNaturalist Station would include:
5. Real-time species count
• A big-screen can be used to show a running tally of the species found and who has been
contributing.
• Several additional screens or computers can also be set up throughout the event site.
6. Ability for participants to upload observations
• Having more than one computer is recommended to allow multiple people uploading at a
time.
• A dedicated data entry person would be situated here to help upload observations for
participants who are new to iNaturalist.
• Have USB cables of varying types for participants with digital cameras to upload their
observations. Or encourage participants to bring their own cables and connectors.
• Laptops often have SD card slots; SD cards from digital cameras or cell phones can be
inserted into the laptops to upload pictures.
7. Internet Access (see options in the next heading)
• The iNaturalist app will work offline, but to tally all the observations they eventually have to
be uploaded to the web
• Having Wifi available will allow those without a dataplan to upload their observations in
real-time
8. Handouts or suggestions of tips and tricks in using iNaturalist.ca and the iNaturalist app
9. Device charging (phone and/or tablet)
• Not only will this provide a service to participants, it will also draw participants to the station
and provide an opportunity for engagement
Suggestions on Internet Access
Internet access is a consideration in your decision for site selection, so ideally your site will already have
internet access.
The following are some suggestions to help with internet access at your bioblitz:
1. A good quality wireless router can be purchased if the facility only has a land-line internet.
2. An Ethernet cable can be run to a wireless router at basecamp if there is internet at a nearby facility.
3. A wireless range extender can be purchased to boost a wireless signal that is weak or too far away
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If there is no internet at all on-site:
1. A wireless hotspot can be purchased. It uses a dataplan, much like a cellphone. Check which
service provider has the best coverage in your area first.
2. For bioblitzes needing better and larger coverage, a portable cell tower can be rented. This would
consist of a trailer or truck equipped with a tower to provide a Wifi signal. A Google search of
“portable cell tower rental” will bring up several options such as:
• RigStar Industrial Telecom
• Landa Mobile Systems
• Canada Towers Inc.
• Expert Mobile
3. A smartphone can be used as a wireless hotspot, allowing other devices to be tethered to it. This
isn’t a solution to give numerous participants access, but would allow a computer connected to
iNaturalist.ca to tally species.
4. Worst case, you will have to remind people to synchronize their observations taken with the
iNaturalist app, later, once they get back to internet connectivity.

Make sure you test your set-up and functionality at your site before the bioblitz!
The iNaturalist station checklist:
 A way to be visible to participants, such as clear signage
 Electricity
 One or more power bars to allow device charging
 A computer (or more if your event will have many participants)
 A tablet or smartphone (optional)
 Internet access and Wifi available, if possible
 Various types of digital camera cables
 Some print-out copies or posters of “Posting observations in iNaturalist” (as noted in the Getting to
Know iNaturalist section, above)
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BIOBLITZ DATA ENTRY
All attempts should be made to encourage the participant to upload the observation through their own
iNaturalist account since this is the best way to attribute the observation to the observer. However some
participants will want to hand in a list of species during the bioblitz or via email afterwards. In these cases,
a data management person will have to enter the observation on the observer’s behalf.
The following outlines how best to do this:
1. Log into your iNaturalist.ca account. This will bring you to your personal homepage.
2(a). From your homepage click “+ Add Observations”, which will bring you to step 3 below.

2(b). OR From anywhere on iNaturalist.ca, hover over your profile photo/name located at the top right
corner of the website and select “Add” from the dropdown list.
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3(a). Open up the folder on your computer containing the photos you want to add. Click on a single photo
(or CTRL click on several photos) to select the one(s) you want to add. Drag and drop the selected
photos to anywhere in the gray area of the iNaturalist.ca screen that is now open.
3(b). OR click on the blue “Choose Photos” button to browse to a folder on your computer containing your
photos. You can select multiple photos at a time.
3(c). To add an observation without a photo, click the Add tab in the upper left corner.

Your observations are now displayed for you to add information. You can add additional photos of the
same observation by dragging these onto the existing photo. If the photo was taken with a GPS enabled
camera or a cellphone with the GPS activated, iNaturalist will automatically harvest the location, as well as
the date on which the photo was taken.
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4. Type the species name and
choose from the list that
appears. If you can’t find what
you’re looking for, leave it
blank or use a placeholder
text. If you entered a scientific
name that’s not recognized,
click ‘Search external name
providers’ to first import the
organism from elsewhere.
5. Add a date if not already there.
a. For an individual
observation click on the
date icon and select from
the calendar
b. For multiple observations,
click Select all (or CTRL
click to select only those
you want) and use the calendar icon on the left side to click the correct date.
6. Add a location if not already there.
a. For an individual observation click on the location icon and select a point on the map
b. For multiple observations, click Select all (or CTRL click to select those you want), click on the
location icon on the left and select a point on the map
7. To attribute the observations
to a different person, you will
have to already know who
gave you which photo.
a. Ctrl click the observations
by that person, then
Click on Fields and type
“Observed by” in the
textbox and select that
option from the list that
appears.
b. Enter the person’s name
under the observed by
heading that is now there
and click Add.
8. Submit your observation(s)
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To add a list of observations (from an Excel table),
click More import options and select CSV from the
dropdown list.

This brigs you to a page where you can upload an Excel sheet with multiple species entered as a list.
1. Select the “Import from CSV” tab and follow Rules & Formatting to lay out your worksheet in a
format that iNaturalist can properly handle.
The essential columns are:
a. Taxon Name – enter the species name (either scientific or common name)
b. Date observed – in the format of day/month/year, if using an Excel workbook
c. Latitude – must be in decimal degrees
d. Longitude – must be in decimal degrees
2. Click “Browse”
to select your
CSV file.
3. In the dropdown
box for “Add to
project”, select
your bioblitz.
4. Click “Upload”
5. In a little while,
you will receive
an email to
the address
associated with
your iNaturalist.
ca account either
indicating any
errors in your data
(such as misspelled species names, date formatting problems) for you to go back and fix or that
your upload was successful!
6. You can go back at any time to edit individual observations (such as adding additional photos or
updating the species identification) by going to the Observations tab of your personal homepage
and selecting Edit.
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